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Register for all trips at Club Headquarters, 363-7150
Jul 4
Tues.

P F IFF
E RHO
R N VIA
RED
PINE
LAKE
--El. 11,326,
rating 10.0. Probably the most popular trip for the greatest number of
members. The hike can be very leisurely for those who walk only to this
beautiful alpine lake, but much steeper and more demanding for those
who climb to the summit. Register by 5:00 p.m. Monday, July 3.

Jul 6
Thur.

EVE
N I NG
C L 1MB
I N GAT
GAT
E ROC
K S -- Little
Cottonwood Canyon. Good granite for climbing and bouldering. Tailgate drinks, but no food.

/~

!

Jul 8
Sat.

G ENE
R A L M E M B E R S HIP
M E E TIN
G AND
KEG
PAR
T Y A T L 0 D G E-- The membership meeting will begin at
8:00 p.m. and it will probably be brief. The keg party will start
immediately after the meeting and w i lI last until the keg is empty or
until the last man falls. We have made arrangements to have the Sierra
Club's new film on Grand Canyon, and may have movies of theWMC Grand
Canyon trip this spring. The lodge will remain open for those who
w i sh to stay for the night.
Please register before 6:00 p.m. Thurs.
Jul 6, so we can be sore the keg won't run dry too early in the
evening. Cost is a nominal 75¢ per person.

Jul 8
Sat.

K E S S LE R PEA
K -- E1. 10,403, rating 4.5. A hike from Mill "D"
South that is short and not difficult, but very steep. It has be('!nfelt
by some groups in the past that this hike should be rated a little higher
because the.beginning of the trail is difficult to find. Leader, Jerry
Daurelle. Meet at the mouth of Big Cottonwood Canyon at 8:00 a.m.
Register by 5:00 p.m. Fri., Jul 7."

Jul 9
Sun.

CAT
HER
I N E PAS
S (r~ting 3.0) & SUN
SET
PEA
K (rating 4.0)
from the Lodge. A very good beginner's hike that even the advanced
members enjoy taking for its great beauty. This trail provides the
individual with a casual stroll to one of the three lakes along the way,
or one of the easier summits in the Wasatch. Meet at the Lodge at"
9:00 a.m. Leader, Pete Hovingh. Register before 5:00 p.m. Saturday,
July 8.

Jul 13
Thur.

eLl
M BIN
GAT
S TOR
M M 0 U N T A I N
climbing, a seminar on rappeling will be presented.
at dusk.

Jul 15 & 16
Sat. & Sun.

COV:::R J"HOTO:

Besides the normal
Refreshments
"~

I

T E TON
H I G H C AMP
-- In Hanging Canyon. Rescheduled from
July 8 & 9. This beautiful cirque offers wonderful ridge running, some
face climbs, and marvelous scenery. Contact Dave Allen (278-0230) for
details.

Spectac:ular

rappel

by Alexis

Kelner.

-i-

Sundial

Peak

in background',

·Jul 15 & 16
Sat. & Sun.

Sat:

Sun:

F A MIL
Y W EE KEN
DIN
THE
A L B ION
BAS
I N -- An
overnight camp:Saturday for young families & all others interested.
This area is a short distance above the Alta ski resort & very close
to the road, so equipment will not have to be carried far. Your home
for the weekend will be a carpet of gaily colored wild flowers. The
weekend will also include.two hikes:
S E C R E T LA K E (very short) & M T. B A L D Y -- El. 11,068,
rating 3.5. Another hike for the beginner & children. Meet at the
Alta parking lot at 9:00 a.m. Short discussion of good hiking technique
will precede the hike. Leader, June Viavant.
AM.
FOR
K T WIN
S -- El. 11,483, rating 7.5. A hike of intermediate difficulty ideal for those who have been too busy to get out
this year & a challenge for the newcomer who has been or short hikes.
Meet at the Alta parking lot at 8:00 a.m. Leader, Bill Viavant. rhese
are excellent hikes for prospective members. Please come! Bring ~ds!
Register for the above,activities before 5:00 p.m. Friday, July 14 at
Club Headquarters. For more information call Mike King (486-9705).

Jul 15 & 16
Sat. & Sun.

L 0 D G E 0 PEN
-- Everybody welcome to come up for either a day
..orovernight. Pete Hov i.ngh will provide his usual interesting lodge
weekend!

Jul 16
Sun.

PRO
V 0 R I V E R W HIT
E W ATE
R -- For kayaks, canoes, etc.
You need two things: 1) access to a £raft and 2) experience on flat
water. No previous river running necessary. For information on
kayak molds for the do-it-yourselfers,'call the leader, Cal Giddings
(359-2588). Register by 5:00 p.m. Saturday, July 15. Meet at the
Draper Crossroads at 9:00 a.m., or call leader to arrange transportation.

Jul 20
Thur.

C L I M BIN
GAT
S TOR
M M 0 U N T A I N -- As with all
Thursday sessions, activity starts about 6:00 p.m. This is a good
time to get advise from the "experts" and to learn fundamentals.
Beer, pop, and 'burgers served at dusk at nominal cost. Everyone
is welcome.

Jul 22 ;.24
Sat. - Mon.

P A I N T B R U S H 0 R CAS
CAD
E CAN
YON
T 0 D EAT
H
CAN
YON
-- Teton backpacking. A long but exciting hike through
varying terrain. The Tetons can be seen from all angles, since the
trail goes around them from the valley to the west side. Most of the
backpackers will find Cascade Canyon an adequate challenge for the first
day, but the very strong hikers may wish to extend the trip to include
Paintbrush Canyon, meeting the other group at a later time. Leader,
DailOgden.
Meet at Jenny Lake boatdock at 8:00 a.m. July 22. It is
important that everyone going register by 5:00 p.m. Thursday, July 20.

Jul 22 - 24
Sat. - Mon.

C IRQ
U E 0 F THE
TOW
E R S -- Wind River range of Wyoming.
If you haven't seen the cirque, it is worth the hike in •. Absolutely
magnificent area. Contact Dave Allen (278-0230) for details.

Jul 22 - 24
Sat. - Mon.

T E TON
H I G H C AMP
Destination is the Grand Teton. Leaders
are Harold Goodro and Gary Larson. The Grand, highest peak of the Tetons,
offers a commanding view of the range. Although not insurmountable,
it does require good conditioning. Contact the leaders or Dave Allen
for details.
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Jul 22 - 24
Sat. - Mon.

CAN
YON
0 F L 0 0 0 R E (G R E E N R I V E R) F LOA
T T RIP
From Gates of Ladore to Split Mountain in Dinosaur National Monument.
Intermediate to advanced. Powell experienced his first real difficulties
in the Lodore, coining such colorful and descriptive (?) terms as
"Disaster Falls" and "Hell's Half Mile." But don't let the names
discourage you~ The trip should provide outstanding scenery and enough
wh i t.cwa
t er to make it interesting.
If you haven't made that river trip
you were planning this summer, consider this one strongly. Remember
July 24 is an official state holiday. Register by paying your fee of
$26 at Club Headquarters by 5:00 p.m. Thursday, July 20. Don't forget
the work party at 2:00 p,m. Sunday, July 16 at the Ice Plant (430 W.
2nd N). Departure time will be Friday, July 21, at 7:00 p.m. sharp
.from the Ice Plant. For further information contact the trip leader,
Del Wiens (487-2584).
'
)

Jul 23
Sun.

M T. W 0 L V E R I N E from the Lodge -- E1. 10,795, rating 4.5.
Another of the many beautiful hikes leaving from the Lodge. This one
provides a view toward both Alta & Brighton & a different return route
through the Wolverine Cirque for added interest. Meet at the Lodge at
9:00 a.m., & carry some water. As with most other Holiday hikes, a
leader is greatly needed. Register at headquarters before 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, July 22.

Jul 24
Mon.

SUN
D I A L V I A LA
K E
B LAN
C H -- El. 10,120, rating 8.5.
(Rating 5.0 to Lake Blanche.) A hike of intermediate difficulty whose
prominent summit overlooks Lake Blanch & the glacier-formed canyons
around it. Meet at the mouth of Big Cottonwood Canyon at 8:00 a.m.
To register call Club Headquarters before 5:00 p.m. Saturday, July 22.
A leader is needed for this hike.

Jul 27
Thyr.

C L 1MB
I N GAT
S TOR
refreshments as usual.

Jul 29 to
Aug 13

CAN
A D A
'6 7 -- Hiking and climbing from car-accessible base
camps in the rugged Selkirks and glaciated Yoho. Contact Dave Allen,
Tom Stevenson, or Jack McLellan for details.

Jul 29
Sat.

P F IFF
E RHO
R N V I A THE
C IRQ
U E -- El. 11,326, rating
10.0. A picturesque route to a favorite summit, with a lot of boulder
hopping in the moraine. If there is enough interest, a group can also
take the Red Pine Lake route to the lake or Summit. 'Meet at the mouth
of Little Cottomvood Canyon at 7:00 a.m. Leader, Pat King (486-9705).
Register by 5:00 p.m. Friday, July 28.

M

M 0 U N T A I N

--

Climbing and

~
I

Jul 30
Sun.

M T. TIM
PAN
0 G 0 S V I A ALP
I N E MEA
D 0 W S -- El. 11,725~:
rating 10.5.
One of the highest summits in the Wasatch, & definitely
a must for anyone who has done any hiking in the areas of the Wasatch
closer to horne. Neff Walker will lead this trip, but if the annual
"mass" hike up Timp is this weekerid, an alternate hike will be taken
up Mt. Nebo. Meet on the north-east corner of 33rd So. & State Street
at 6:00 a.m. sharp, & carry water & lunch. Register by 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, July 29.

Aug 5 - 6
Sat. & Sun.

W EST
W ATE
R CAN
Y D N (C 0 LOR
ADO
R I V E R) F LOA
T
T RIP
-- From Westwater, Utah to Dewey Bridge above Moab.
Intermediate
to advanced.
Westwater Canyon is a short run of about 17
miles through a colorful canyon.
Three of those miles, however, have
some rough rapids.
The difficulty is about proportional to the water
flow; the more water, the worse the rapids.
The Club ran this stretch
in Mayas
a substitute for the Dolores River (see Marian Frankel's trip
description in this issue).
The second day can be devoted to an easy
run down to the Dewey Bridge, or the more hardy souls can run the
canyon again.
Register by paying the trip fee of $21 at Club Headquarters
by 5:00 p.m., Thursday, August 3. Remember the work party at 2:00 p.m.
Sunday, July 30, at the Ice Plant (430 W. 2nd N). Departure time will
be Friday, Aug. 4 at 7:00 p.m. sharp from the Ice Plant.
for further
information contact the trip leader, Gerry Powelson (756-3004, American
Fork), or Del Wiens (487-2584).

Aug 5
Sat.

CAT
HER
I N E PAS
S FRO
MAL
T A -- El. 10,220.
A leisurely hike for the beginner or person out for relaxation.
The
trip to the top is rewarded by a tremendous view of Lake Catherine
directly below & Brighton in the distance.
Some may want to continue
to the top of one of the nearby peaks, while others rest in the highland
meadows.
Leader, Mike King.
Carry water & lunch & meet at the Alta
parking lot at 8:00 a.m. Register before 5:00 p.m. Friday, Aug. 4.

Aug 6
Sun.

N E F F 's
CAN
YON
& RID
G E-R U N -- returning by way of ~.
o L Y M PUS
-- El. 9,026, rating 12.0. A difficult trip for the
advanced hiker only.
This is a new trip for the Club & will be an
interesting adventure for all attending.
Leader, John MacDuff.
Meet
at Red Carpet Inn, 3923 Wasatch Blvd. at 7:00 a.m.
Be on time and
carry water and lunch.
Register by 5:00 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 5.

LAST MINUTE NOTE -- THE MIDDLE FORK FLOAT TRIP (SALMON RIVER)
JUL 1 TO JUL 21. CALL DEL WIENS (487-2584) FOR DETAILS.
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HAS BEEN POSTPONED

CUP
by Don Potter

Put sand in your coffee

for body,

Put a bug in your tea for taste.

'"\

Don't

dwell on its unusual

flavor

Drink

it all -- tho it seems like paste.

..

And

if your

Drink

capacity's

expanding,

it all, chug-a-lug,

Pay no mind

to your

Ignore what's

bottoms

lessening

in the bottom

up;

enjoyment

of your

cup.

FROM

WESTWATER

CANYON

RIVER TRIP - May
by Marian

13

&

gently moving along -- until we rounded
a bend, and, as Carol said someone had
warned her, "All hell broke loose."
To
those of US who had not known quite what
it was all about, it was lambasting~
After a couple of these rapids, we learned
a little and began to enjoy the
experience.
The current was fast; the
waves were high; our rafts were tossed
and dropped and then picked up by
other waves and thrown back into the
current.
We held on bravely (for dear
life).
Our four rafts were worthy, and
so were our four captains (Del, Max, ~
Gerry, and Bud). The crews proved
ablebodied, and all went well -- until
Max's boat was sabatoged in Skull Rapid.
One big wave hit it full in the face
and before it could regain equilibri~m,
down came another wave with such force
the raft flipped over completely.
Pat
and Dorothy came up for air and found
themselves under the turned-over boat.
Max lost his glasses, hat and a shoe.
Bob and Jim came out of it wet
bedraggled, but ready to surge on'to bigger
rapids wherever they we re . The other
rafts came through the rapid in good shape
and pulled out of the current into
eddies.
They rescued the fallen heroes
and turned over the flipped raft, helped
everyone on with dry sweaters, and then
all took off again to challenge the other
rapids.

14

Frankel

After two float trips were cancelled
because of low water, we hoped the
Dolores trip would materialize.
But
this water was low also, and we were
about to give up when an alternate trip
through Westwater Canyon was presented ..
But it was accompanied by dire warnings
that some people had cancelled because
of the wild trip taken on this river last
time. it wa s tackled.
The rapids had been
boiling and continuous, we were told.
But 19 of us decided to close our eyes
to plain facts.
Besides, our gear was
packed.
The trip on the Club's new bus was
pleasant, and it was fascinating
watching the drivers, Max and Del,
figure out what all the gadgets on the
dashboard were for as we rolled along.
The two things they were sure of we re
the starter and rrhe brakes.
After that,
it was hit and miss.
But they caught
on, and we ,.ereoverjoyed
to find tha t
the heater heated, the lights lit, a
buzzer buzzed (£~T some reason), and
"w,e got there in the altogether.
We camped out in an open field
beside the road near the river until
morning.
For many of us who count
~heepto
fall asleep, it was quite
. puzzling to awaken in the morning to
find them all in a herd staring at us
counting?
But the herd was diverted
and we made breakfast quickly.
Mr. '
.Elizondo who owned the land kindly gave
US permission
to enter the river at a
convenient spot.

The weather had turned cold; the sun
had disappeared so we stopped and got a
good fire going and hunched around it.
Gary was in good spirits and seemed to
have an unending supply of it on hand
which was a big help in our soggy con~
clition. Warmed up, we set off again.
The rest of the trip was taken in s ~e
but we we re insanely happy when we saw
the red Volkswagon belonging to Evelyn
and Fred Bruenger who had planned to meet
us after their day's hike.
They took
Max back to pick up the bus. As we
unloaded the rafts, the Colorado White
Water Club paddled into shore in kayaks
with one raft accompanying them. Their
equipment was interesting:
motorcycle

Before leaving shore we tried to
convince Vivian that she really wanted
to chance the rapids.
But she had just
come along for the ride, and anyway, she
had a good book. Her decision didn't
make the beginners feel any too good
..about those rapids.
But the weather
was cool, and the sun came out once in
awhile, and it gave us strength.
Besides,
the river didn't look so bad. It was
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helmets and rubber scubba diving
ride out the rapids.

went faster since the weather was
better, and there was only a short stop
for lunch. Max drove the bus down the
road toward Moab and picked up the stray
raft, then back to meet the other three.
We all changed into clean dry clothes
(there was no choice -- that river was
muddy), and began the trip home.
It
was a most satisfying trip for the
experienced, and for the beginners -just amazing.

suits to

Max soon came back with the bus, and
the next hour was spent changing a tire
(buses are like that -- yes they are!)
while supper was prepared.
It was
decided that the trip would be taken
again the next morning.
Howe ve r , Dorothy
& Jim had had enough of the gay, mad
waters of the Westwater and decided on
a restful float toward Moab on the
laziest river you ever saw. Roger also
chose the quiet life, and Vivian decided
.
:hance this one.
Besides, she had
t i n i she d her book.
The r est of the rats
took to the river and its boiling rapids
again.
This time they (the rapids, that
is) were different.
Some said they were
worse and some said they were better,
depending on the outlook.
The trip

-

The River Rats:
Del Wiens; Carol Wiens;
June Viavant; Art Frankel; Marian Frankel;
Vivian Higgenbotham; Max Tyler; Bob
Bucher; Pat Dow; Gary Haltmeyer; Brian
Jessop; Jon Bemis; Al Mathews; Gerry
Powelson; Roger Jackson; Benita Jackson;
Bud Reid; Fern Reid; Jim Byrne; Dorothy
Roberts.
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YAMPA-GREEN

TRIP

- Memorial

Day Weekend

by Helen

1967

Bander

Bus getting stuck in mud on Route 40 ...
Finding the road to the river after dark ..
rain ...watching cars slither on muddy,
muddy road to the river ...finally
f o Ll.owi.ngadvice, "Go ahead, there's
lots of equipment here to pull you out" ..
admiring MacDuff's masterly driving ..
hoping he'd get back to the river as
he drove the bus out to the road so
George Smith wouldn't have to negotiate
~'':Je mud when he came to ferry the bus •.
~ain ...no sun ...pants steaming as
chilled river rats stood back to the
fires at lunch stops .•MacDuff's laugh
gently wafting over the river .•.gallant
greenhorns gasping from a mouth full
of water and asking pitifully, "THAT WAS
a No.9,
wasn't it?" •.•rain on tent
roofs and on stretched pastic sheets ...
enjoying a "calm" captain whose orders
were, "Paddle f orwa rd , anyone handy to
a paddle" ...rain splattering in the
boiling water and sizzling on the stove
surface ..Warm Springs, a No.9:
"We'll
line the boats thr~' ...ropes too short,
rocks too slippery, boat went down river
alone ..."Don't worry, it'll come ashore
somewhere" •..Another boat took three of
the party downstream ...The other raft?
The five men "took her thru", a damp and
bouncy, but successful trip ... Eventually
the party reunited with both rafts, half
hour bailing, fire, lunch and on downstream ...Sleeping bags getting damp ..•
Ranger at Rainbow promised "Gooders"
for Tuesday .•.an honest man~ bobbing up
and down in half-filled boats, wondering
what "Rapids Ahead" would be like ••.they
.---/ere rapids ...no names on rapids signs ..
,econd raft didn't recognize School Boy
(Captain had never run this river) First
raft watched, "They're too close; no, they'll
mis it; no, they won't miss it; they're
OK; they can't, they won't, they DID" go
over School Boy Rock ..•landing right
sideup with a tremendous thud to be
engulfed by a huge wave , (Estimates
vary as to the height of the drop;
three feet to ten feet ...Would you

-8-

believe twenty? ..No rapids at Split
Hountain .•.usual feeling of accomplishment
and comraderie as boats we re rolled up,
wet clothes stuffed away and a good meal
in Vernal.
River Rats were:
Phyllis Anderson,
Helen & Eddie Banden, Marilyn Hanson,
John MacDuff, Lois Mansfield, Al
Hathews, Peter Pruess,Marie
Shields,
and Dick Snyder.

ENJOY
BACK-PACKING
with
CWD outfits
• Tent
• Pack
• Sleeping.Bag
Food

GERRY

only

10 Ibs.

other CWO outfits to 20 /bs.

Send for Gerry's
FREE Booklet
"How to enjoy
Back- Peckinq"

~

Dept. 31,
Boulder.

Colorado, 80301

LIGHTNING

HAZARDS IN MOUNTAINEERING
by Jurgen R. Meyer-Arendt

local climate so typical of high
mountains, lightning hazards will be
upon us once again. Most mountaineers,
of course, w i Ll, have heard, and possibly
seen, that isolated trees attract
lightning.
But what about a piton?
How can we protect ourselves best on an
exposed technical route?
How can you
tell that a victim may have been hit
by lightning?
These and other
questions will be answered in the following outline, some of it being taken, by
permission, from Peterson's excellent
review of this subject.
Lightning occurs when separated
electrical charges, that is, positive
and negative charges, suddenly recombine.
The initial separation into opposite
charges is most likely caused by vertical
updrafts and by their action on raindrops.
Thus, mountain tops are not only favorable
targets for lightning, they also cause
more updrafts which in turn generate
lightning.
Many lightning discharges occur between clouds and the ground; even more,
howeve r , traverse from one cloud to
another.
An average lightning bolt has
a potential of about 1 billion (109) volts
and, at a charge of 20 coulombs, generates energy of 2 times 1010 joules or
about 5000 kilowatt-hours.
About 100 lightning discharges strike the earth every
second.
Whether or not a lightning discharge
takes place depends on whether a high
enough voltage gradient exists which
wi lI cause ionization or "breakdown"
of
the air. A gradient of about 30,000
volts per centimeter is required to
initiate the breakdown process and 5000
volts per centimeter may be sufficient
to maintain breakdown conditions over a
long path.
Sharp protruding points such as a tree
or an isolated rock pinnacle promote

ionization of the air near it. Thus,
they seem to "attract" lightning just
as a lightning rod does.
Trees, because of their moisture or sap inside,
are especially "attractive."
Defandorf, who has made a series of
measurements
of the electrical resistance
of live j-",,~·ps
comes to the following
conclusions: the resistance between
various points on the tree and the
ground not only increases toward the
top; with the tapered shape of most
trunks and twigs, very high resistance
~
will be found only high up in a tree.
When struck by lightning, a tree trunk
offers a convenient path for the
electricity to travel inside toward the
ground.
But, when the current inside
the trunk attains a higher value, the
internal current-resistance
voltage
and the corresponding external voltage
gradient become high enough so that the
air around the tree breaks down and a
lightning arc forms outside the bark.
At this point, the bark is very rapidly
stripped off the tree.
We can easily see, then, that if a
climber stands on a ridge forming such
an isolated object of if he stands
near a rock pinnacle or a tree, he will
provide a likely path for lightning to
follow.
The most obvious ~vay of avoiding
this, therefore, is not to be on an
exposed peak or ridge, or in an unprotected flat expanse, during an electrical
storm.
If such a storm can be predicted,
it is sensible not to climb.
If you are
caught in an exposed place, and if you
have some time. before the storm reaches
it, you should get as far down the
mountain and away from the exposed ridge ~
as you can. On the other hand, if the .
climber stands near, but not too near,
and well below a high cliff, he will
have at least some protection against
being hit by a direct strike.
Following Peterson, the cliff or
other prominence should have a height
at least five or ten times one's own
height.
One should not be closer to
the vertical.cliff,
horizontally,
than

)

rubberized rain jacket or a folded
sleeping bag are also good. A metal
pack frame, laid flat on the ground, is
good if you can sit on it within its
circumference; ground currents will
follow the metal frame rather than pass
through your body. Sitting on a
small, flat loose rock, just large enough
to keep your feet on, should be all
right. Avoid having two separate points
of contact with the ground. For
instance, do not sit or stand with hand,
shoulder or head touching a surface,
making additional contact with the surface. Perhaps a poncho with metal
threads woven through it as in some
upholstery fabrics would make a shield
for deflecting the current around you.

at least one length, preferably farther;
when too close, the body may again become
an alternate path for the current.
The danger of being on an expo sed
ridge, though, is but part of the story.
At least of equal danger are ground
currents. These result from the ground
being struck by lightning. Ground currents have their highest density, and
thus they will present the greatest
danger, near the point where the ground
has been hit. High tops and ridges
~the
areas just below them, hence,
L,
.most dangerous. A sharp spire also
presents greater hazards than does a
broader peak. But much depends on how
the climber adapts to the terrain.
Ground currents, as all electricity,
always tend to follow the shortest path.
Thus, if there is a depression in the
ground, the current is not likely to
follow the earth's surface but it will
seek a shortcut. If you have sought
shelter from high winds in a depression,
you are more likely to get hit by ground
currents should lightning strike near
you.
Even worse is to stand in the entrance
of a cave. A cave, or an overhang, may
convey an entirely false sense of security.
Ground currents flow down the wet surface
of the cliff and a person standing in the
cave entrance, acting like the metal
tongue in a spark plug, may very well
provide the shortest path for a deadly
bolt of ground current. Note also that
cracks in the rock that hold moisture,
lichen patches, and plant roots provide
paths of lower impedance that most of
the current will follow.
~o
avoid ground currents, then, one
~,uuld not sit in a depression or stand
in a cave or under an overhang. Instead,
it is wise to squat down, without being
the highest point in flat terrain, and to
sit on any insulating material that you
may have. A coil of rope is a good insulator, at least when dry. A wooden packboard, rubber soled shoes without nails,
a poncho folded several times, a
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If you are on a technical climb, you
may be in even greater danger. First
of all, in a steep and smooth cliff you
may not be the highest point, but you
may very well be the point nearest to
an electrical cloud located off to one
side. Rappelling when lightning is
imminent may be a calculated risk.
It might be the quickest way to ,escape
a danger zone and it may be relatively
safe when the rope is dry. But remember
that even a brief spell of unconsciousness could throw you off balance and
out of the rappel.
What do we do, then, when caught by
lightning during a technical climb? The
two main considerations are (1) to avoid
exposure to direct hits and to ground
currents and (2) to tie yourself in.
As before, the climber should place
himself in a position so as not to form
a bridge which ground currents would
prefer. He must not sit on the ledge,
with legs stretched out and with his
back touching the rock face. He must
not tie himself into an anchor rope
which, especially when wet, would
virtually lead the current into his
body.
Instead, the climber will take a
crouching position, sitting with his

knees drawn up and with his feet close
together, sitting on a coil of rope or
something similar.
He should not forget
to tie himself to a good anchor, but the
anchor rope should run at a right angle
to the likely pa.th of the current and
it might be good to tie the rope around
the climber's foot rather than his waist,
avoiding injury to vital organs when
struck.

GOOD OLD HURPH

--

The origin of Murphy's Law is buried
deep in human history.
It was probably
already considered a universal truth
when the first cave man sat down to
fashion a crude stone instrument to
scrape hides with.
The odd thing about
Hurphy's Law is that it still strikes
the mind with its startling simplicity
and verity.
Here it is:

Pitons, crampons, hammer, and ice
axe should not be discarded.
They do not
"attract" Lt gh t n i ng ; in contrast, they
may be badly needed in getting horne over
slippery and wet terrain.
Hetal, of
course, conducts electricity better than
rock, but unless you tie yourself to the
lower end of a steel cable or wave the
ice axe above your head, the mere presence
of metal will contribute almost nothing
to the hazard.
Pitons need only be laid
aside a little distance from you.

Nothing is as easy as it looks.
It
will take longer than you think.
If
anything can go wrong, it ,~i11.
There's another peculiar characteristic
about Murphy's Law; it is the ultimate
statement in pessimism, but there's a
certain wryness, a kind of exaggerated,
comic desperation about it that tends to
make the corners of the mouth turn up
instead of down.
This reaction is a heartening one,
because it confirms our belief in the
indomitable courage of the human spirit.
Host of us face our daily tasks with
an innate awareness of Murphy's Law.
The job is seldom as easy as it looks.
Thi~gs always go wrong.
But we still get
the job done. And perhaps there's an
extra measure of satisfaction in the
knowledge that unexpected obstacles can
be met and overcome.
It would be a dull world if everything
were easy, went exactly as planned
according to a precise schedule; a world
which would require only machines, not
humans.
And machines would hardly find
anything wryly humorous about Murphy's
Law .
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SEDONA, ARIZONA
by Betty Bottcher

NEW

The red rock country of Sedona and Oak
Creek Canyon is fabulous.
Clare Davis,
who led the trip, had been t~lling us
this and now we could see that she had
been right.
Dave Sundstrom, who is now
a confirmed Arizonan, met us at the
head of Oak Creek Canyon.
He was looking
for the mountain club bus, but accepted
one lone car. We found a warm comfortable
campsite at Chavez Crossing.
It was, 'of
all things, right next to a golf course
4t
a beautiful lush green one with
ulptured red rock for a background.
.i'he re were so many birds that Carl
could hardly get his bird-watching wife
Helen to leave to go home at the end of
the weekend.
But then, they were a day
late arriving.

81 SHOP

PICK YOUR PRICE - PICK YOUR FEATURES
EACH TENT IS 5' x 7', CAN SLEEP THREE
BISHOP Camp-Rite Tent,
$49.50.
Aluminum Aframe w i t h canted ends
for extra room. Waterproof cotton poplin,
catenary cut to eliminate wrinkles and
sagging.
Wt. 9 Ibs.
4 ozs. (Tent)
BISHOP Pack-Lite Tent,
$99.50.
Same basic
design as Camp-Rite,
except made from lightweight rip-stop nylon.
Price includes totally
waterproof fitted fly.
Wt. 7 Ibs. 8 ozs.
(Tent and fly)

We drove up canyons, forded creeks,
hiked through colorful manzanita, and
climbed up to arches and to Indian cliff
dwellings.
I found out what the passengers
do in a jeep; they walk ahead and rearrange rocks.
We also watched CBS film
a western for television.
They had an
Indian village and a trading post set up
out in the desert.
The background of
red rock canyon walls looked just like a
painted backdrop.
We knew scenery
doesn't look like that.
But the chill
wind was real enough.

,

TENTS

The last canyon we investigated was
Boynton Canyon.
The next time we go to
Sedona it will be the first instead of
last. And maybe we won't even go anyplace
else.
It was lovely up that box canyon.
We want to further investigate the
Indian ruins, and we want to hike up
~ore
of the little side canyons.
But most
all, we just want to look some more.
'0

BISHOP Ultimate Tent,
$179.00.
Features exoskeletal Blancharddesigned frame. Nearly
vertical wa lls . Many
sophisticated
features.
Same basic tent used on
American Everest Expedition. Price includes
waterproof fitted fly.
Wt. 9 lbs. 3 ozs.
(Tent and fly)
Available without fly
for $119.50.
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Dept. 67, 6804 Millwood Road
Bethesda, Maryland
20034
Telephone:
301-652-0156
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Write ror free brochure and complete
specifications.
Mention which tent
you are interested in.
B I S H

Participants:
Clare and Mel Davis,
Dave Sundstrom, Helen and Carl Chindgren
and Betty Bottcher.

j
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MO'J;''lTAINEERINGRAMBLINGS

by Dave

Allen

TORTUGA

Climbing
activity
the last month has
been severely
limited by weather.
Very
few routes were started, much less completed.
The Memorial
Day Teton trip
cl imbed one lead on Baxter's
b e f o re it
rained ( D. Allen, J. Byrne, D. Ogden).
Also on the trip were Ross & Lynd Pearson,
Judy Allen, Noreen Ogden and Dottie Roberts.
The Sundial trip was forced to do an F3
scramble
on the west face due to weather.
(Allen, Baggot, Leining).
No climbs of
importance
we re even attempted
on the
Lone Peak trip even though many had enjoyable hiking.
However,
the weather has allowed time
for reading.
The '67 Journal of the A.A.C.
is out.
As usual,
it has good articles
and
photographs
and is worth the $5 price.
Also new on the technical
scene is a pamphlet by Chouinard
and Frost on pitoncraft.
It is available
at mountain
shops and is
also reproduced
in the A.A.C. Journal.
To complement
this, Armitage
has published
an excellent
article
in the June Summit
on.piton
holding power.
Finally,
a revised.
edition of Thorington's
Guide Book to the
,Rocky Mountains
of Canada
is now available.
Much has been written
on the Canada
trip -- See Ram~ler articles
of the past
few months.
The final schedule
(subject
to minor modifications)
is:
1st week,
Yoho National
Park; 2nd week, Glacier
National
Park (of Canada).
Meeting
places
are as preveously
announced
-- Bungalow
Camp area (wander until you find us.
I
will have a '65 Red Corvair.)
And in
Glacier,
the Glacier Campground
west of
Rogers Pass.
Reports
indicate
that Canada is having
a drier than normal year, which bodes well
for our trip.
Tom Stevenson,
Jack McLellan,
or Dave Allen will be glad to answer any
questions
one might have regarding
equipment, clothing,
location,
etc.
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A PROGRESS

REPORT
by Dick

Snyder

Our "new" bus is performing
nearly
as well as we had hoped it would, which
is really beyond all reasonable
expectations.
The efforts of several
members,
notably Bud Reid, George Smith,
John MacDuff
and Bill Hanly, have
brought her machinery
into pretty smooth
running order.
John has put considerable
time and
effort into touching
up the paint, but
several members have expressed
inter~
in a totally new paint job.
Ed Cook
has located a paint shop which will do
the job for us on a cost-plus
basis,
which will run about $250.
A haphazard
sampling
of opinions
has indicated
that
a campaign
to raise funds for the facelifting stands an excellent
chance of
success.
We even have pledges of sunstantial
contributions
by a few of the
members.
So start those nickels and
dimes pouring
in!
W2'll put a beverage
can with a slot in it in the bus, and
you can put all those copper sandwich
quarters,
that are such a bother in your
pockets,
into the can.
Anyone who wants
to send a check to club headquarters
just slip a note in the envelope
stating
that the money is for the plastic surgery
on the bus.
We're likely to have this
bus around for a few years, so the paint
won't be merely cosmetic
-- the protection
it affords will certainly
be worth the
cost.
But I also think most of us will
get considerable
enjoyment
from the
aesthetic
improvement
of the paint job,
too.
If everybody
chips in, we can get
it done in time to protect
the bus from
the coming winter, which by all indications is likely to start in about t~~
weeks!
)

GRANDEUR

PEAK - June

(work, 524-4175), so the information
can be entered in "The Register:"

18
by LeRoy Kuehl

On the first clear day since the
start of the Great Spring Monsoon of
'67 twelve WMC members and guests
tur~ed out t6 hike Grandeur Peak.
Our
path wound through a mat of lush
vegetation, the result of 14 consec'utive
days of rain.
Everywhere the green was
punctuated by brilliant blue and yellow
wildflowers:
larkspur, penstemon,
v~ets,
mule ears, balsamroot and
.' ~lowers
among others.
We reached
tltesummit well before noon, watched
a hawk spiraling in the warm, cloudless
sky, ate our lunch and, after filling
our packs with trash abandoned on the
peak by past hikers, returned to our
cars at the Church Fork picnic area.
On the hike were Evelyn Bruenger,
LeRoy and Barbara Kuehl with their
children Eric and Laurel, Jackie
Thomas, Peter von Sengbusch (a guest
from Germany), Greg West and Jerry
and Larae Worthen with their sons
Steve and Greg.

THE LODGE NEEDS:
1 refrigerator
(the present one is
broken)
4 rugs (to be placed by the lodge
doors)
(?) yards of material (to cover the
large chair cushions)
If anyone is able to donate either
the above items or green cash to the
mountain club lodge, call Peter
Hovingh (DA2-l565 - ext 345).
THESE ITEMS WILL BE GREATLY APPRECIATED:

HERMANN

HOSPITAL

FUND

We wish to thank all those who gave
us financial assistance after the
avalanche accident.
It was very helpful, and we appreciate the consideration
very much

THE SUMMIT REGISTER
by Phyllis

l~ERTEL

Anderson

Old-time club members may be interested
to know that we received a birth announcement from Connie and Joe Gates.
Their
baby girl, Jennifer Amira, was born
May 30 and weighed 7 lbs. 40zs.
There
was no information about their domocile,
but the return address on the card was:

Hermann

and Susanne Haertel

'~nyone who stops learning is old,
whether at twenty or eighty.
Anyone who keeps learning stays young.
The greatest thing in life is to
keep your mind young."

55 Skyhill Rod. #304
Alexandria, Va. 22314

-- Henry

Jy the time this Rambler is out,
Kayleen Cassity and George Lowe will
have been married -- appropriately
-in the Lone Peak Cirque.
The wedding
will be June 23. Our best wishes to
them ..

Ford

"Wisdom consists of the capacity
to confront disturbing ideas,
even intolerable ideas, with
equanimi ty. "

If anyone has other bits of information concerning our club, old or new,
please contact me (Home - 322-2310)

-- Leo Rosten
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FROB THE PRESIDENT

by C. L. Keller

In a recent Board action, Pete Hovingh
was appointed to the position of Lodge
Director, replacing Bob Bucher until Bob
returns to Salt Lake City late this year.
Pete is an old hand at Board proceedings,
having served as Hiking Director last year.
Welcome back, Pete!
The general membership meeting is announced in this month's schedule. As is
usually the case at these meetings, there
is very little business to be brought before the general membership. However,
the floor will be opened for discussion;
if you have a topic you think should be
presented, give me a call so we can be
sure to have the necessary facts or figures
on hand.
We have made arrangements to show the
Sierra Club's latest film on Grand Canyon.
You've seen their Glen Canyon film and kn0w

NEW

that they put together some very impressive
pictures presenting, of course, an important message. We will also try to have
motion pictures of the WMC trip through
Grand Canyon this spring. The membership
meeting will be followed by a keg party;
in order to be sure that the size of the
keg matches the size of the crowd, please
register as requested.
On Wednesday, 21 June, Gale Dick spoke
in behalf of the Wasatch Mountain Club at
the Utah State University's summer series
on Ideas and Ideology in Utah. Each day
during a two week period two speakers pre~~
sented opposing viewpoints on a controvel
sial subject, and then took part in a
general discussion. The topic on the 21st
of June was Natural Resources. Mr. Miles
Romney of the Utah Mining Council represented the mineral user's point of view,
While Gale spoke for conservation.

11 E M B E R S

Baker, James, 325 E. 650 N., Bountiful, Utah 84010
Coles, William J.

& Joan

(295-4190)

L., 1306 Harrison Ave, SLC 84105

Cook, Brian & Jean, 502 W. Main, Urbana, Illinois 61801

(485-1268)
(367-1984)

Corfman, Nancy, Dept. of Botany, U of U, SLC
Hanson, Marilyn, 217 S. 12th E. #6, SLC 84102
Harris, Mart, 7730 Dell Road, SLC 84121

(363-1054)

(277-4439)

Jackson, Ivan & Sue, 3984 S. 500 W., SLC 84107
Mack, Joseph W., 1035 S. 11th E., SLC 84105

(262-0531)

(363-1244)

Mason, Mrs. Earl, 6910 Greenfield Way, SLC 84121
McVey, Ella, 571 E. 4th S., SLC

(278-0738)

(359-2527)

Natoli, Cornelius A.,M.D., 2509 Skyline Circle, SLC 84108
Richards, Oliver C., 3005 Plateau Drive, SLC 84109
Sears, George V., 307 E. 6215 S., SLC
Stewart, Dennis, 3146 Teton Drive, SLC

(266-5235)
(485-9412)

Thompson, Susan, 3499 S. Crestwood Drive, SLC 84109

(484-8995)

(484-8097)

r

TIMBERLINE
K E L TV

SPORTS

, SIERRA

ALP
.

INC

DESIGNS

SPORT

2959 highlanddr

m-f 12-7, sat 10-6
466-2101

RICH-MOOR

Club Headquarters: 425 S. 8th
Telephone: 363-7150

H.,

Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
Lodge at Brighton, Utah

DIRECTORS
CHARLIE KELLER, President • • • • • • • •
TOM STEVENSON, Vice President
BARBA&~ EVANS, Secretary. • •
MAX TYLER, Treasurer. • • • •
DEL WIENS, Boating. . • • • •
CAL GIDDINGS, Conservation and Trails
ANN McDONALD, Entertainment and Recreation.
MIKE KING, Hiking • . • • .
PETE HOVINGH, Lodge . • • • •
DALE GREEN, Membership •.•
DAVE ALLEN, Hountaineering.
JACK McLELlAN, Publications.
PHYLLIS ANDERSON, Publicity
MILT HOLLANDER, Ski Mountaineering. •
DICK SNYDER, Transportation ••
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.487-7137
• .486-8612
••• 484-7333
.277-3865
.487-2584
.359-2588
.277-0816
.486-9705
.322-1565
.277-6417
• .278-0230
.277-7214
• .322-2310
.466-7567
.328-0413

WASATCHMOUNTAINCLUB, Inc.
425 South 8th West
Salt Lake City,
Utah 84104
RETURN REQUESTED

WASATCH
MOUNTAIN
CLUB,INC.
Application for Membership
To Board of Directors:
I hereby apply for membership in the Wasatch Mountain Club.

I enclose $2.00 entrance fee and $3.00 dues (spouse,

'lb.e club event I have attended

on
rules

and regulations

is
(approx. date).
of the club.

Name:
Address:
City: ,

_
I agree to abide by aJ.l

_ Reoollllllended.
byl
Member:

----------------------_

St~te:
Zip Code:

$1.50).

_ Directorl
Phone:

_

